The Hague, Holland:
1. Hariri’s assassination:
Several people implicated in the assassination of Hariri complained about French
unwanted influence in other countries. A video clip of a group of French “teachers”
provoking me in a public café in The Hague (2004) is available (Virginie Ruiz’s
team). In Lyon 2002, I had been approached by a small group of French teachers
who also identified themselves with Virginie Ruiz (part of the operation to assassinate
Muammar Gaddafi, as understood now).
Possibly the same satellite system and sociological techniques similar to the ones
used to kill Hariri have been observed in Tallinn, although no high-profile murder (to
my knowledge) was reported by the media:
•

•

An Estonian woman who works in a travel agency (had recently received a
German VIP group) let me sleep in her apartment, where scanning of /
nuclear satellite attacks to my brain took place. Refer to “Outgoing
messages 1”, the Estonian police participated, photos included.
The bandits attempted (again) to impose acceptance of police terrorism in
support of the oil industry and (as usual) suggested they could fabricate a
case of schizophrenia in the event of denunciations.
It should not be difficult to determine which company ordered the police
operation.
(As I type they keep interfering my laptop and attacking my brain).
A Russian embassy car and “civilians” near a front business that uses
“Artime” for political lobbying and illegal biotechnology attacks.
Previously and later, in that area, a Jewish group had targeted the civil
war in Syria by hinting at the embassy of Turkey in Estonia (A Jewess
entering a building carrying a baby in her arms, provoking me) and
uniformed Estonian (municipal) policemen indicated their involvement in
biosatellite torture by an international Jewish mafia group that took place
in one of the offices of the World Trade Center (Tallinn)

Embassies and security agencies were immediately alerted but I did not get (as usual)
any replies.
N.B.:
A Jewess this afternoon “licked the air before sitting behind the steering wheel of her
Jeep” near the residence of the Japanese ambassador to Estonia, possibly suggesting
the killing, earlier today, of a Japanese reporter in Syria (Aleppo), below images.
Other two Jews (a Spanish-speaking couple) said walking by: “because it is the
commercial center”; moments later a man who claimed to be Lebanese recognized
that Syria represents a problematic situation, told me that although he could not give
me cash to buy food he could invite me to his place to talk a bit more over a meal.
(All the while the satellite was attacking my brain and now, as I type, they talk on my
laptop, interfering its keyboard. It is Virginie Ruiz’s team).

A video made by two motorcycle-riding people in Beirut the moment the “bomb” that
killed Hariri went off, is connected to a group of Paris bio-satellite coordinated (and
police-roofed) military activists, among them a woman named Ursula, in whose
apartment on Rue Fondary I stayed in 2009 (videos available) and military agents in
a newspaper booth on Place de la Republique in the year 2000.
I met by accident Ursula again when she was walking by in front of a Russian shop
on Rue Gramme (a pattern that Virginie Ruiz had tried to establish in Dresden by
“disappearing” and “appearing” at will, in connection to mass murders and
assassinations). The police station on Rue de Vaugirard was implicated in this and
other crimes, as previously mentioned.
(Sabotage does not stop as I type, the Jew police keep threatening and torturing using
synthesized male and female voices and hitting the laptop’s hard disk. Until they are
hit hard they will keep thinking they are geniuses. For those interested in how to stop
this sickening police-mafia scum I would suggest reading “BSO”. The buck stops
here.)
The video itself is a piece of evidence and makes it difficult to justify why so much
money and time have been spent in investigations and attempts to incriminate the
wrong people. In the wake of the bombing Syrian troops abandoned Lebanon. Any
serious investigation should have shown the involvement of the Mossad and Israeli
patriots from Leningrad (fighting those Shiite terrorists).
Many Lebanese civilians in Paris knew what happened in Beirut (including during
the 2006 Israeli - Hezbollah war), as said in the original document sent to the ECHR,
professing a “good luck” philosophy. Around 2008 I briefly talked to people in the
embassy of Lebanon in Paris (Rue Copernic, not far from the embassy of Venezuela).
The receptionist happened to be a man from Ecuador, the press secretary a woman
called “Elena”.
2. Conversations with the Justice Department and police:
The Minsk Metro bombing (and the “possible” devaluation of the Belarusian
national currency) is connected to right-wing activists and members of the Belarusian
embassy in The Hague (videos available).
The officer on duty of the embassy of Holland in Estonia and the Dutch Justice
Department were contacted in regard to investments in Tallinn that are obviously
intended to boost the police-supported Estonian military’s capabilities for satellite

torture and covert international terrorism that include recent massacres in Syria.
(Emails with photos are included in “Outgoing Messages 1”, as well as the reply
from the Dutch Justice Department).
Official answer from the Dutch Justice Department (follow-up to 2004 meeting) and
fax sent to them (notice dates):

3. Embassies:
4. Cubans working for the CIA:

